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Histories make men wise; poets, witty; the mathematics, subtile;
natural philosophy, deep; moral, grave; logic and rhetoric, able to
contend.

—Francis Bacon (1561–1626) Of Studies

English chemist Michael Farady (1791–1867) experimented with the
way electricity conducts through water with different chemicals
dissolved in it. Table salt dissolved in water will conduct electricity;
sugar water will not. Salt water is an electrolyte; sugar water, a
nonelectrolyte. Faraday invented a word for the mysterious carrier of
electricity through the electrolytic solution: ion, from a Greek word
meaning "wanderer."

What are ions? Why does salt water contain them, while sugar water
does not?

The "indivisible" atom

In the 1880s, a chemistry student in Stockholm named Svente August
Arrhenius (1859–1927) began studying electrolytes and
nonelectrolytes. But his thinking covered another aspect of the
differences between electrolytes and nonelectrolytes: the freezing
point of water with salt or sugar dissolved in it. Salt and sugar water
lowered the freezing point of water below 0°C, but in different ways. For
sugar water, adding more molecules lowers the freezing point in
proportion to the number of molecules. For salt water, adding more
molecules lowers the freezing point in twice the proportion as the
number of salt molecules added.

Arrhenius reasoned that the salt, when added to water, splits into two
pieces; hence, each salt molecule adds two particles to the water. That
would explain the lowering of the freezing point with a slope of twice
the number of molecules added. Unlike salt, sugar dissolved in water
does not break apart, so adding sugar preserves the one-to-one
relationship between number of molecules added and the lowered
freezing point.

Arrhenius also noticed that salt dissolved in water does not simply
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break into atoms of sodium and chlorine, because the chemical
properties of salt water are different than just a mix of the properties of
sodium and chlorine together. Perhaps, thought Arrhenius, salt breaks
apart into a sodium ion and a chlorine ion, and those ions cause the
electricity to flow through salt water.

The modern description of what Arrhenius struggled to explain is that
salt dissociates in water into a positively charged sodium ion that has
lost one of the electrons that would make it electrically neutral, and the
chlorine atom takes the extra electron and becomes a negatively
charged ion. The charges on the atoms allow electricity to conduct
through the water.

Arrhenius’s research earned him a doctorate degree, but just barely:
His advisors doubted his theory of fragmenting "indivisible" atoms of
chlorine and sodium into ions. Nevertheless, his theory elegantly
explained the freezing point and electrical properties of chemicals
dissolved in water. Professor Wilhelm Ostwald at Riga Polytechnicum
praised Arrhenius’s thesis as "the most important to have been
published regarding the theory of affinity." Arrhenius’s bold idea
proved to be correct. For his breakthrough in understanding electrolytic
solutions, Arrhenius was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
1903.

Arrhenius’s insight cleaved the concept of the impenetrable atom of
Democritus—indivisible for 3,000 years—and marked the dawn of
subatomic physics and quantum mechanics.

Discovery of the greenhouse gases

One of Arrhenius’s many interests was how carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere absorbs the earth’s and sun’s radiation, and the effect it
has the earth’s climate. Today he is often credited as the father of the
greenhouse effect. For example, J. Uppenbrink uses Arrhenius to try to
buttress the accuracy of the climate model output the IPCC gathered
on increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide: "Despite uncertainties in
climate predictions and a highly political climate, perhaps it is
reassuring that 100 years of research have affirmed Arrhenius’s initial
considerations."

But this popular view is flawed, as James Fleming establishes in his
new book, Historical Perspectives on Climate Change. Getting the
history right is important, and Fleming repairs the record.

To the greenhouse

Joseph Fourier (1768–1830) hinted at the greenhouse effect as early
as 1807. Fourier studied the temperature of the earth, but concluded
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the greenhouse effect was less important than other influences, such
as the temperature of space itself and solar radiation. Fourier’s
magnum opus is his 1822 work, which Fleming notes is often ignored
in modern citations.

Fleming relates that the first reliable experiments on the infrared
absorbing properties of water vapor and carbon dioxide were those of
John Tyndall (1820–1886) in 1859. Tyndall discovered that water vapor
is the key greenhouse gas; he estimated it absorbs 16,000 times more
infrared radiation than dry air of nitrogen and oxygen. Tyndall wrote
that water vapor "acts more energetically upon the terrestrial rays than
upon the solar rays; hence, its tendency is to preserve to the earth a
portion of heat which would otherwise be radiated into space." Tyndall
further speculated that changes in the atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases, especially water vapor, might have caused "all the
mutations of climate which the researches of geologists reveal...."
Tyndall was a pioneer of the greenhouse effect.

A climate of abundance

Arrhenius did study the possible climatic effects of changes in
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations. But, as Fleming notes, he
was primarily concerned with the cause of the major ice ages and the
triggers and motions of the great ice sheets, perhaps as a result of
decreasing carbon dioxide in the air as carbon shifted among Earth’s
geological reservoirs.

Arrhenius calculated the outcome of both adding and removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. He attributed changes in carbon dioxide
levels to natural geological causes such as volcanic eruptions, as
suggested by his colleague, Arvid Gustaf Högbom. Arrhenius
calculated the effect of the global average temperature for changing
the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide. His values were
symmetrical: For a halving of the carbon dioxide level, he estimated
4°C decrease in temperature; for a doubling of carbon dioxide, a 4°C
rise.

Today much ado is made of Arrhenius’s estimated temperature rise of
4°C for a doubling of the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration.
After all, it falls within the range of "consensus" values knitted together
in the IPCC report. But, as Fleming remarked, the agreement is mere
fortuity. One reason is that important climate physics, such as
dynamics, were not understood. Another reason is that Arrhenius did
not know the full infrared spectrum properties of carbon dioxide and the
other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Instead, Arrhenius relied
on Samuel Langley’s measurements, which included only the portion
of the spectrum between 0.3 and 3 microns. Arrhenius thought the
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information beyond 9.5 microns might be important, but it was
unmeasurable. Indeed, the major absorbing bands of carbon dioxide
occur at 15 microns, in a region outside experimental capabilities of
the late 19th century (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The spectra of absorption in the earth's atmosphere by the
greenhouse gases of carbon dioxide (upper panel) and water vapor (lower
panel).  Each vertical scale ranges from 0% to 100% absorption; shaded
portions are where the absorption occurs.   The strongest band of absorption
for carbon dioxide is in the infrared, near 15 microns.  Absorption by water
vapor (88 percent) is the dominant greenhouse gas effect (CO2, 12 percent)
across the 4-60 micron terrestrial spectrum (adapted from Peixoto & Oort,
1992).

Arrhenius’s thoughts on what caused the ice ages were quite out of
step with how modern popular culture interprets his work. In fact,
Arrhenius believed increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and
the resulting climate warmth might be beneficial:

By the influence of the increasing percentage of carbonic acid [carbon
dioxide]  in  the  atmosphere, we  may hope  to enjoy ages with  more
equable and better climates, especially as regards the colder regions
of the Earth, ages when the earth will bring forth much more abundant
crops than at present, for the benefit of rapidly propagating mankind.

This particular supposition has proven correct again and again, for
modern agricultural research continues to show that plants have been
growing more vigorously in the carbon dioxide–enriched air, an effect
that benefits the entire planet—humans, animals, plants, and all.
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